
Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes
Oakland Center for Spiritual Living
Sunday, February 21, 2021 12:30 -3:00 PM via Zoom

Attending were: Robert Leeds, President; Beth Van Arkel, Vice President; Larry
Wyman, Secretary; Debi Morris RScP, Treasurer; Zo De Muro RScP; Dottie
Baker; Rev. Geri (Also attending for public part of meeting were Rev. Sally and
Constance Chapman, Admin. Coordinator, from the ELT)

Absent were: Anthony Prado, Rev. Jeff Anderson and Rev. Tony

Evocation by Rev. Geri Carder

1. January Board Meeting minutes approved via e-mail.

2. Calendar Items:

2021 DATES – Pending Meetings

MONTHLY BOARD MEETINGS - Sundays at 12:30 p.m.:

2/21, Retreat 3/19-20, 4/18, 5/16, 6/20, 7/18, 8/15, 9/19, 10/17, 11/21, 12/19

OPEN FORUMS in 2021: Annual Mtg 3/5,
July 11 (tentative), Nov. 14 (tentative)

2021 Rotating Note-taker for Board Meeting
Jan 17 Anthony Prado
Feb 21 Beth Van Arkel
Mar - retreat Debi Morris RScP
Apr 18 Dottie Baker
May 16 Larry Wyman
June 20 Zo De Muro RScP
July 18 Anthony Prado
Aug 15 tbd
Sept 19 tbd
Oct 17 tbd
Nov 21 tbd
Dec 19 tbd

3. Personal Check-ins

4. Annual Meeting Prep:

Constance has last year’s power point slides and is updating them and adding info from
our 75th anniversary celebration & respectful communication guidelines, Geri is creating
memorial slides, Robert will be the host, each ministry lead should be present and
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announce/thank their team members who can show their faces during Zoom annual
meeting. Zo will help Robert access that info in Breeze so he can email them about this
part of the meeting.  Board asked that AV team, ministry of prayer and ELT be included
and acknowledged at the annual meeting.

Constance will send reminder email to members about meeting, voting and zoom link to
attend; so far 29 members have voted for the new Board members of the 146 total
current members at OCSL.

5. Healthy Communication Guidelines:

Board members reiterated to ELT that they would like our respectful communications
guidelines updated and displayed again on website, mentioned at annual meeting and to
practitioner group. Also recommended was that ELT mention to practitioner group the
importance of using a neutral background during Zooming from their home (ie., being
mindful that such images should be appropriate for churches, schools and families).

6. Membership Protocols & Record Retention:

Beth reminded Board that the By Laws state that all added and deleted members need to
be approved by the Board and included in BOT minutes, so she asked that Zo send such
names to BOT as soon as he receives their applications from new membership class on
2-20-21 (approximately 8 attended) and that Constance place membership dates and
names in Breeze. Constance expressed that there is a protocol in place for updating
membership records for inactive members every two years.

NOTE: The names of the confirmed new members are as follows:

Sage Ardas Nicky Royce
Sabrina Bolus Rev Katherine Saux
Krista Kotz Tanya Stum
Bob Read

The new members were inducted on Sunday, March 7, 2021.

Records retention policy is needed for OCSL and professional expertise requested by
Constance to help her organize and store records on Cloud. ELT stated that they were
given access to Rev. Jeff’s files and it was acknowledged that such is needed so we are
not dependent on any single manager/minister for our historical and working records.

7. Financial Matters / Treasurer’s Report:

The issue was raised about the possibility of having additional payment options such as
Zelle or Venmo. Zo will check on requirements for Zelle, but Venmo cannot be used for
organizations as personal email is needed; we have already added texting to deposit
options on website.

Final budget numbers for 2020: Debi explained the annual profit amount of $17,500, even
though we operated at a loss of $15,500 for last year; it was based on October journal
entry being made for PPP loan forgiveness and included the positive monthly income for
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the 3 months before pandemic closed our Center and the PPP loam received.

Monthly income continues at a deficit for January, although we received another PPP loan
for $35,000; January balance is -$2,131.93.

8. Rev. Jeff’s leave of absence: Robert will draft the amendment to his LOC and mentioned
that his health condition has deteriorated recently, and he is on pain medications.

9. Rev. Tony:  Actions for resolution by Board discussed privately as this is a confidential
personnel matter.

10. Facilities & Equipment Update: Reopening Center for broadcasting was considered
briefly. Pros and cons were discussed, such as we could not both Zoom and Livestream,
so we would not be able to see each other which has been a positive during the
pandemic. We need an updated status re: new equipment from Andy so we know if and
when reopening could happen.

11. Sr. Minister / ELT Report: ELT report received in lieu of Sr. Minister report, but there was
no time for discussion or questions.  Anthony previously requested that this report
mention why no information is shown in a category; he suggested Constance add no
report received from Rev. Tony and Rev. Francione is on leave to East Bay Church.

12. Youth and Family Update: Rev. Sally indicated she is working with Luchan to prepare for
Youth and Family service on the last Sunday in May.

13. Other Items: Robert asked ELT for their updated LOCs and how much more time they are
spending on Center business now that they are handling tasks of Rev. Jeff; Debi asked if
they had added Personnel functions to their ELT plan since that part of Sr. Minister’s job
is not on the plan currently, and Beth asked for Tao’s job description from Jeff’s files as
that is the only one not yet received so all of them can be updated also.

Beth announced that Tao has saved OCSL more money again by requesting certain fees
for Measures Q and Z be deducted from our City/County property taxes since we are a
religious nonprofit organization. She said we are getting a refund of $3,585 this year and
a copy of Tao’s email about this will be forwarded to BOT by Beth.

Beth also requested that Tao and Constance be considered for an evaluation and
performance pay raises possibly in July by ELT, since the 6-month stipend will expire mid-
year and they both received a cost-of-living increase in January. Debi will check with Elke
regarding how the stipend is paid to Constance through payroll since the rest of the ELT
are not employees and receive checks.

14. Update on Action Items (see below)

Closing Prayer by Debi Morris, RScP

January Action Items:
LOC addendum re ELT: addendum needs to be made to the letter of call about the formation
and the function of the ELT for the next six months and then reviewed after the six-month
period. ELT will provide a list of their duties and the Board will review-on going.
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Employee handbook: Robert will revise the employee handbook RE employee days off
falling on a holiday-done.

COLA increase: Robert will notify Constance and Tao about the 2.5% COLA increase they
will be getting and will send all relevant wage changes to Tao and Elke-done.

Bank signers for B of A: Debbie needs to talk to Tao about the forms and cards and which
Bank of America branches can be visited. Debi will contact the Board once these conditions
have been met-on going; BOT agreed to wait until new members are on Board since
couldn’t get it arranged previously due to Anthony’s work schedule and B of A
requirements.

PPP loan: Debbie to email Tao and ask what items are forgivable on the loan-done.

LOC addendum/Rev. Jeff’s LOA: Robert will make this addendum to the Letter of Call
reflecting the changes in Rev. Jeff’s finances and responsibilities for the next 6
months-pending.

Stipend for Constance: Debi to contact Tao on how we can give Constance the additional
stipend and be compliant with payroll law-pending.

Senior minster’s report: Rev. Jeff to talk to Constance about submitting the Sr. Minister /
ELT report- done.

Youth & Family: Rev. Jeff will have an ongoing conversation with Sally about her
involvement with youth and family. Changes to letter of call for Rev. Sally’s participation in Y
& F-done.

$18,000 Profit:  Debi is to talk to Tao to clarify the accounting that showed an apparent
$18,000 profit for 2020. While the PPP loan/grant made up much, if not all, of the monthly
deficits we experienced in 2020, the amount of profit seems high based on our monthly
review of the profit and loss statements-done.

FEBRUARY ACTION ITEMS:
Annual P & L for 2020: Debi will send this budget document from our Bookkeeper to BOT &
Rev. Geri to further explain the year’s total income and expenses.

Live Streaming from Sanctuary: Robert to ask Andy about status of live streaming from
sanctuary, preparation of equipment and staff training and whether we can Zoom and
Livestream on Facebook at same time so we can determine an opening date.

Annual Meeting: Zo to help Robert to create mail chimp list of ministry leaders about
acknowledging their team at the meeting on 3-5 & Constance to update PP slides for meeting
and add new info suggested and send to Robert to review before meeting.

Sensitive Communications: Respectful Communications Guidelines need to be updated by
ELT and shared with Practitioner Group and it needs to include how and what kinds of
matters brought to them from congregants are forwarded to BOT or ELT since they can no
longer be brought to Sr. Minister and parties may not be able to resolve themselves.
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New Members: Zo to send to Constance and BOT any new applications for membership so
they can be approved and added to membership database. If he has records from Barbara
for previous new members, can he please forward those names and dates too for BOT
approval and to reflect in minutes and Constance to enter dates/names in Breeze.

Succession Planning: long term project for codifying and organizing documents and
creation of retention policy; some things need to be saved for 7 years & others permanently.

HR assignment responsibility: ELT needs to determine who is responsible for these duties
and place in ELT plan, plus need to consider doing performance evaluations on two
employees so they are able to get bonus/performance pay later in year, as appropriate. Other
job descriptions of contractors need to be reviewed too re changes in duties due to ELT&SIP.
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